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Welcome to the first edition of our new newsletter 'On the Horizon'.
Exciting changes are taking place here in Kansas and we can't wait to
tell you about them.

May 26, 2017 Press Release
New Horizons RV Corp.,
manufacturer of quality,
fifth wheels in the industry,
recently appointed Bryan Tillett
chief executive officer of the
company. Bryan replaces owner
Phil Brokenicky who passed away
December 31, 2016, from a brief
but courageous battle with cancer.
"One can only appreciate the vision Phil brought to New Horizons
in making our fifth wheels the finest available. He spared no
expense and accepted nothing short of flawless effort," said
Tillett. "I personally admired Phil for his character, family values,
and concern for always doing the right thing.
Tillett came from a 36-year career at Peterson Industries where
he began as a welder, purchasing manager, and eventually shared
ownership and served for 19 years as president, until they closed
their doors in 2015.
"Bryan's skillset has been a godsend to us all," said Vice President
Cole Brokenicky, Phil's son.
"Being a small family owned RV manufacturer in Kansas has unique

challenges" said Tillett, "but the opportunity exists here to make
New Horizons more desirable to those buyers who truly want the
finest fifth wheel available at an affordable price. I look forward
to carrying on Phil's legacy."ext Link

2018 Summit
We are excited to
announce our fully
redesigned Summit line
for 2018. We have
taken suggestions from
many different
customers to put
together a unit that is
not as tall, not as
heavy, and not as
expensive as our Majestic line! We have 8 different floor plans, ranging
from 34' to 44'. Most floor plans offer multiple bathroom layouts. Upon
inspection, you will be hard pressed to find the differences from our
Majestic line. To reduce costs, and lower our selling price, we have
identified areas that we are able to manufacture this unit with more
efficiency, without sacrificing the quality that is expected from a New
Horizons fifth wheel.
We'll be doing a full walk through in early August when we get the unit
wrapped up. The first trade show you can see this new unit at will be
the Hershey RV show, in September. Full specs and options will be
available this month if you would like to explore putting together a
price quote for a new Summit build.

Rollin' On TV
June 29th Rollin' On TV
was here at our facility
to do an interview with
Cole for an upcoming TV
show. This will be a 30
minute show about New
Horizons RV. Dates and
stations will be released
at a later time.t Link

Receptionist

Many of you may already know that there is a
new face in our front lobby. We welcome
Erin Usher to our New Horizons' family.
Click here to learn more about Erin and our
New Horizons staff.

Upcoming Shows
We are preparing for our busiest season. We are excited to show
our new Summit model at the Hershey, PA show.
For upcoming show dates click here.Text Link
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